
Mortgage costs

The continuing rise in mortgage costs underlines my message that the rise in
rates is mainly to do with the Bank of England. Last autumn they signalled
rises to come, put up rates and started big bond sales to drive  the price of
UK government bonds down. The problems with pension funds overcommitment  to
bonds via LDI funds helped trigger an even sharper sell off. Mortgages went
up.

This tine round the  Bank has again signalled the need for higher rates and
is busy selling bonds off to keep prices down. There is not the same LDI
complication yet mortgages have gone up again as have bond yields. Be in no
doubt that rates are rising and bonds are falling because that is Bank of
England policy. It means large losses for taxpayers on all those bonds the
Bank bought up at very high prices. It also means a hit to homebuyers when
they have to refinance their mortgages. It is the price the Bank is charging
them for its own inability to control inflation  earlier.

Addington Early Years Centre to Open
in September

I am pleased to learn that Addington Special School is to open a new early
years centre to provide care and education to children from nursery to year
one with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND).  This is
particularly welcome as early intervention is known to result in better
outcomes for children with  special educational needs.

Addington Early Years Centre will open at the former Farley Hill Primary
School site and act as a satellite to the main Addington Special School in
Woodley.

The new early years centre will offer places to 40 children and will open in
September with an initial intake of 16 children, gradually building to full
capacity.

My Interview with BBC Radio 4

Please find below my Interview with BBC Radio 4 where we discussed Boris
Johnson
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My interview begins at 19:37

The World Tonight – Boris Johnson quits Parliament – BBC Sounds

My Interview with Times Radio

Please find below the link to my interview with Times Radio

My interview begins at 25:52

Ayesha Hazarika with Times Radio Drive | Times Radio | The Times and The
Sunday Times

All Souls lecture slides

John Redwood’s Lecture, All Souls College, Oxford
‘The great western inflation should lead to changes at the Central Banks’
26 May 2023
11:00 – 12:30
All Soul College, Old Library, Oxford

Inflation, Consumer Price Index 2020-2023
The inflation rates demonstrate that whilst all countries faced dearer energy
from the war in Ukraine, the 3 western countries faced inflation peaking at
five times target whilst the two Asian majors kept inflation near the 2%
target

Year UK Euro area US China Japan
2020 1.79% 0.29% 1.7% 2.39% (0.03%)
2021 0.85% 2.45% 1.4% 0.85% (0.2%)
2022 7.8% 8.31% 6.5% 2% 2.5%
2023 10.1% 6.9% 6% 2.9% 2.9%

Central Bank interest rates 2020-23

The Bank of Japan kept interest rates very low throughout, enforced by their
policy of Yield Curve control

The Peoples Bank of China kept rates around 4% throughout, with some small
cuts as the economy slowed
The other 3 took rates down to around zero, held them there, and then pushed
them up sharply after inflation had risen to several times target

Year UK Euro area US China Japan
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2020 0.1% 0.01% 0.36% 3.65% (0.1%)
2021 0.25% 0.01% 0.08% 3.85% (0.1%)
2022 3.5% 0.5% 1.68% 4.3% (0.1%)
2023 4.25% 3.25% 4.59% 3.65% (0.1%)

Japan and China kept money growth to similar levels that applied before covid
lockdowns.
The 3 western Banks stimulated rapid growth in money and credit over the
covid period

Money and credit growth, M2/M3 2020-23
Quantitative easing and tightening
The US, UK and Euro area undertook substantial QE 2020 to 2022. All three
started Quantitative tightening 2022-23.
China undertook neither Japan continued with Quantitative easing throughout

The Chinese critique of the Fed and ECB

It opposes “launching a deluge of strong stimulus policies “ that bring about
asset bubbles, excessive investment or debt escalation
Aims to keep the size of its balance sheet stable to avoid inflation and to
keep financial strength to be able to act as lender of last resort.
“held meetings to analyse the money and credit situation”
Has a target to grow money and credit in line with nominal GDP growth, and to
keep inflation around 2%.
Shows a graph comparing the growth of the Fed and ECB balance sheets with the
stability of its own

The defence of the leading western central banks
– They claim they are independent of government
– They forecast inflation and target it directly based on their forecasts
– Their forecast of inflation is based on assessments of capacity
utilisation, with special emphasis on levels of unemployment
– They claimed they needed to undertake QE when they hit zero on rates

Are these banks independent?
– Changes at Federal reserve Board on change of President
– US twin mandate of employment and inflation
– UK Bank of England requires Chancellor to approve all bond changes, and to
underwrite all QE/QT transactions
-ECB “will do whatever it takes” to ensure the survival of the Euro and the
union scheme

Why did these western banks get their inflation forecasts so wrong?
– They take a national rather than an international view of pressures, yet
capacity includes imports
– Unemployment is not necessarily a proxy for capacity utilisation
– Judging capacity utilisation is very difficult – the shortage of one small
part for a car can prevent production of many vehicles

Is Quantitative easing inflationary?
– Is designed to inflate the prices of assets
– It created an asset bubble, with dearer bonds spilling over into dearer



shares and property
– In due course the extra cash and higher asset values led to more spending
and credit

Are there dangers in Quantitative tightening?
– Silicon Valley Bank brought down by weakness in the bond market
– UK LDI funds became distressed shortly after the announcement of QT and
falls in gilt market
– QT is deflationary, just as QE is inflationary

Why did 3 central banks want to lose so much money in bonds?
– The central banks bought up more and more bonds at excessively high prices.
They then increased interest rates, signalled the wish to see bonds lower and
then started selling bonds at a loss.
– The Fed says it will just put the losses on its balance sheet. They do not
matter. It can always create money for its needs, however much it has lost
– The Bank of England says the Treasury/taxpayers have to reimburse it for
all losses to avoid weakness on its balance sheet                           
                                                                             
      – –  -The ECB says 80% of the losses will be owned by the member states
Central Banks, subordinate institutions under the ECB in the system of Euro
area CBs.
Quantitative tightening

Federal Reserve Board
-Took its balance sheet from $3.759 tn in August 2019 to a peak of $8.965 tn
in April 2011. ( plus 138%)
-Now at $8.593 tn, up from $8.339 tn in March 2023.

European Central Bank
– Has an accumulated bond holding of Euro 3.23 tn under its Asset Purchase
Programme, and Euro 1.71 tn under its Pandemic Purchase Programme.
– Balance sheet Euro 7.7 tn

Bank of England
– Reached a peak holding of £895bn. Added £450 bn over covid period.
– Ran down holdings by £38bn Feb to September 2022 from repayments. Now
undertaking an £80 bn a year QT programme.
– Bank balance sheet current £1.05 tn

Bank of England inflation
– May 2021 forecast 2% inflation in two years time if kept rates at 0.1% with
Quantitative easing – outturn 10%
– May 2022 forecast 2% inflation in two years time with rates at 1% rising to
2.5%
– May 2023 forecast 2% inflation in two years time with rates at 4.5% and a
major Quantitative tightening programme

Bank of England economic forecasts and models
– The Bank sets out to predict inflation by forming a view of capacity in the
economy and using a concept of capacity utilisation to assess whether the
economy is running hot or cold. – – Unemployment is a crucial proxy for the



judgement of capacity utilisation.
– The concept is based around the UK national economy. It finds it difficult
to handle the international dimension in a very open economy which allows the
UK to access global capacity for many items.
– It dos not take into account the impact on demand and prices of credit
growth supplementing incomes.
– It fails to report or comment on money and credit growth


